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Background: University of Rhode Island
• Rhode Island’s state
university: Land, Sea, and
Urban Grant institution
• Rural / coastal setting, 30
miles from Providence RI
• Approx. 16,000 students

DigitalCommons@URI
•
•
•
•

Established in 2006
>31,000 works
7.5 million downloads
Broad array of materials

Overview of URI journals
• 5 active journals, all established on DigitalCommons@URI between 2013 and
2018
• All peer reviewed, open access
• All have involvement from URI faculty
• 2 have an organizational affiliation; 3 are independent
• 3 were founded on DC and 2 migrated from other platforms
• All were initiated by faculty who heard about the platform and approached the
library

URI Libraries Journal Publishing Services
• One librarian and one staff involved in publishing services (small piece of our
jobs)
• Library offers the DigitalCommons@URI platform to any URI faculty
• Some requirements around scholarly and OA standards; internal request form
• Coordinate the journal setup, assist with Bepress forms and journal design
• Assist with migrating content and metadata from other systems
• Apply for DOAJ listing
• Apply for ISSN
• Provide Crossref DOI’s and train editors; ensure compliance with Crossref
• Respond quickly to questions and problems

Journals published through
DigitalCommons@URI

JIEE
• Founded 2018
by several
faculty from
URI’s
International
Engineering
Program
• Loosely tied to a
yearly
symposium
• Succeeds earlier
journal Online
Journal of Global
Engineering
Education –
URI’s first DC
journal, now
defunct

JFS
• Founded in
2011
• Migrated to
Digital
Commons in
2018 when one
of the Exec.
Editors became
a dean at URI
• The Library and
the JFS editorial
assistant
managed the
migration from
OJS to DC

MGDR
• Founded 2016
by URI
professor Nik
Dholakia and a
non-URI
colleague, Deniz
Atik
• Affiliated with
the International
Society of
Markets and
Development

Dignity
• Founded 2016
by URI
Professor
Donna Hughes,
Gender and
Women’s
Studies
• Saw a need for
a journal in this
space
• Became an OA
advocate and
innovated by
using open peer
review

JMLE
• Founded in
2009
• URI professor
Renee Hobbs is
one of the
Founding
Editors
• Migrated to DC
in 2013
• Indexed in
Scopus
• Launched
Preprint series

JMLE
Preprints
•

Separate
series in the
repository

2019 Focus Groups: What we learned
• Conducted a series of interviews with journal editors and presented the results
at 2019 Library Publishing Forum
− https://digitalcommons.uri.edu/lib_ts_presentations/64/

• Editors told personal stories about ‘gatekeepers’ in the academy; international
friendships developing through the journal; discovering a similar community of
scholars from usage stats
• Passionate editors
• Real communities of scholars with a real need for a publication outlet, often a
“niche” scholarship area
• Copyediting and typesetting were unsupported needs for our journal editors
• Editors most appreciated the quick response and support as needed from both
the Libraries and Bepress

How the journals program benefits library & university
Donna Hughes Dignity interview, Scholastica blog

Dignity download map, 10/25/21

What’s changed since 2019?
•
•
•
•
•

COVID happened
No new journals; seems a plateau compared to prior years
Enhancements to JMLE: Editorial transition, Redesign, Preprints, Scopus
All journals have continued to publish through the pandemic
Streamlined the journal onboarding process in response to feedback from
editors, but haven’t had a chance to test it out yet on a new journal
• Other improvements to publishing support were largely put on hold
because of the pandemic
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